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Edmentum Courseware
Courseware is an engaging online curriculum designed to have students learn
content, think critically, problem solve, and practice independently. Courseware
provides daily explicit instruction and active learning opportunities. Students
also encounter opportunities to explore concepts and build their own
understanding with support. Practice happens directly in students’ lessons and
supports their understanding of the concepts they are learning. As needed,
scaffolds are provided to students within the program. After each lesson,
students complete a Mastery Test to demonstrate what they have learned.
Courseware offers students the ability to complete their graduation
requirements with an array of course offerings and to take control of their future.

Teaching with Edmentum Courseware
Software cannot replace the important relationship between a student and a
teacher. While Courseware offers a student control over pace, place, and time of
coursework, teachers provide invaluable instructional support to the learner by
incorporating Courseware into classroom instruction. Teachers can preview
materials with students, deepen explicit instruction, differentiate, and respond
to data. Teachers also can help students meet their school’s expectations and
stay on pace. Using the support within the Courseware platform, teachers can
efficiently enhance their students’ experience.
This guide is designed to help teachers in face-to-face, virtual, and blended
learning environments understand best practices in designing their daily lessons
with the Courseware curriculum. Using a four-step process based on Backwards
Design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005), teachers prioritize activities for preview and direct their teaching and responding to
student data. This process begins with reviewing the materials students will use in their learning.

Planning Instruction with Courseware
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Review the course
materials

Preview material with
students

Review student work
and data

Plan to address
students’ needs

Review the course
materials, including Unit
Activities, Lesson
Activities, and student
lessons. Teachers gain an
understanding of what
students will need to
know, and what they are
expected to do.

Previews may
include key concepts,
discussion opportunities,
differentiation and
support, and common
misunderstandings.
This step may also
anticipate supports
students will need.

Reviews may be from
Lesson Activities, Mastery
Tests, Unit Post-Tests, and
Unit Activities.

Based on the data
analyzed in step 3,
teachers use a variety of
strategies to respond to
individual needs.
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In the Blended Classroom
Grade 9 Algebra I with Ms. Joaquin
Ms. Joaquin is a ninth-grade teacher in a blended school. She sees her
students daily for face-to-face learning in an abbreviated schedule. Each
day, she plans for face‑to‑face lessons, and previews the work her
students will complete independently in class and at home. She has a
wide range of student abilities in her classroom, including English
Language Learners working on grade level and a small group of
students still mastering using the order of operations. Some students in
her class participate in face‑to‑face instruction from home via video. She
is preparing to teach Unit 1, Lesson 1: Expressions, which will take two
days of instruction.

Planning a Grade 9 Algebra I Lesson: Day 1
Ms. Joaquin begins to plan for face-to-face learning
and independent student work. She reviews the
course materials, which include the tutorial, tutorial
objectives, practice items, and Mastery Test.
After reviewing these items, Ms. Joaquin recognizes
that students will need to use expressions to model
and solve problems in this unit.

8

Expressions: Practice

Mrs. Joaquin will use her face-to-face learning
time to preview the material with students. By
combining the available data within Courseware
and her knowledge of her students, she plans
what materials she will need to preview during
class. Because she knows some students struggle
with order of operations, she will use slide 9 to
review the process. Then, Ms. Joaquin will facilitate
discussion to review the concept and pair students
who show mastery with those who need more
help. She will check for understanding before
continuing to the next step.
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In the Blended Classroom
13

St clarify, confirm, and deepen their understanding
To
of the key vocabulary word term within the tutorial,
Ms. Joaquin will ask students to work in independent
groups to complete a Frayer Model for the word term.
Additionally, Ms. Joaquin recognizes that the word
expression may be confusing to English Language
Learners because it has multiple meanings, and will
group these students together to complete a Frayer
Model for the word expression. Students attending
virtually will complete their groupwork in breakout
rooms using the video conferencing software.

Frayer Model

Finally, Ms. Joaquin will model evaluating algebraic
expressions for a given value. The model will
include an algebraic expression with an absolute
value symbol. She will use the example on slide 24
in the tutorial to lead students through the process,
check their understanding, and answer questions.

21

Students will begin to complete the tutorial and
practice problems independently. They will finish
any remaining work at home.
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In the Blended Classroom
Planning a Grade 9 Algebra I Lesson: Day 2
Before class the next day, Ms. Joaquin has reviewed
how students performed on the practice problems.
She notices that all students did well with order of
operations, but many still struggled with absolute
value. For the face-to-face session on Day 2, she
selects a problem from the practice set to discuss
with students. Their discussion will include
solidifying students’ conceptual understanding
of absolute value. In addition, she selects other
practice slides to work through with students.
Students will review practice questions while
Ms. Joaquin supports students as they work and
ask questions. She will focus on the learners who
were least successful with the practice problems.

Expressions: Practice

To end the day, students will complete the Mastery
Test independently. Ms. Joaquin plans to address
students’ needs with two strategies:
If students do not pass the Mastery Test, they will
be reassigned the tutorial and review it to focus on
key ideas in the Guided Notes.
Ms. Joaquin will schedule optional virtual office
hours to provide more support to students.
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In the Virtual Classroom
Grade 10 English Language Arts
with Mr. Meyers

Mr. Meyers teaches tenth-grade English Language Arts in a fully
virtual setting. Since all his instruction is online, Mr. Meyers plans to
support his students asynchronously. His students represent a wide
range of student needs and reading abilities. He provides a daily
video for students to preview material. Many of his students struggle
to comprehend grade-level text, so he uses the supports inside the
Courseware program. Mr. Meyers is preparing to teach Unit 2,
Lesson 5: Determining Theme, which students will complete over
two days.

Planning a Grade 10 ELA Lesson: Day 1
Mr. Meyers reviews the course materials,
beginning with the Lesson Activity. He discovers
that students will be writing a brief analysis
comparing the theme of Dunbar’s “He Had His
Dream” and Alcott’s Little Women. Mr. Meyers also
reviews the objectives and close reading activities
in the lesson. After reading the texts, he predicts
his students might struggle with the theme of a
poem, and some will struggle to comprehend the
text Little Women.

Determining Theme: Tutorial

After considering the lesson materials, Mr. Meyers
plans to preview materials that will explain the key
concept of theme, lead students through a close
reading opportunity, and provide support for
struggling readers.
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In the Virtual Classroom
Determining Theme: Tutorial
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Determining Theme: Tutorial
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Clarifying Big Ideas: Benefits of Rereading: Tutorial
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Mr. Meyers will begin his daily video by previewing
the explicit instruction on the topic of theme. Using
slide 9 from the tutorial, he will explain what theme
is and how to find it. He will also use the next slide
in the tutorial to teach students how they can find
themes in poetry. This preview will help students
be successful on the first Check for Understanding
in the lesson.

Close reading opportunities will encourage
students to uncover deeper meanings in complex
texts. In this lesson, students will closely read a
poem to discover theme. To model close reading
and to support students in analyzing a poem, Mr.
Meyers will lead students through the first close
reading focus in the lesson. He will use the tools
within the platform to model the thinking and
annotation he expects from his students.

Before students complete the tutorial
independently, Mr. Meyers anticipates some
students will need support with the concept of
theme and comprehension. He will provide his
class with the Guided Notes included with each
Courseware tutorial to support students as they
learn about theme. For students who struggle
with comprehension, he will provide the unit’s
Clarifying Big Ideas tutorial, which will help
students develop effective rereading strategies.
Students will now have what they need to
complete the tutorial through the lesson activity.
Students will now complete the tutorial
independently.
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In the Virtual Classroom
Planning a Grade 10 ELA Lesson: Day 2
In the second day of this lesson, Mr. Meyers will
preview the expectations of the Lesson Activity,
writing an analysis. Lesson Activities are organized
in to parts that will support students in building to
a complex thinking task using the skills they learned
in the lesson. Mr. Meyers will preview each part of
the Lesson Activity to help students understand
how to be successful on each part.

After viewing his daily video, students will complete
the Lesson Activity and Mastery Test independently.
They will be able to use their Guided Notes and
other work from the tutorial to support them.

Mr. Meyers reviews the data from the Mastery Test to understand how well his students understood the concept of
theme. He also reviews student work from the Lesson Activity by reading his students’ analyses. He plans to support
his students by offering feedback on their writing and accepting revisions. He will also provide the answer key to the
Guided Notes to students who did not pass the Mastery Test to support them in taking it again.
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Courseware Lesson Planning Guide
What Did I Learn?
Step 1: Review the course materials,
Unit Activities, Lesson Activities,
objectives, and student lessons.

How Will I Use
This Information?

Students need to know:

The most important concepts are:

Students need to be able to:

I will need to support students by:

Step 2: Preview material with
students.

I will need to support students by:

I will preview these slides by:

Step 3: Review student work and
data.

Students were able to:

The misconceptions students had
were:

Students need support in:

Step 4: Plan to address students’
needs.

Strategies that address students’
misconceptions:

I will implement these strategies by:

Contact us today for more information.
www.edmentum.com - 800.447.5286
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